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“Will I Be Able To Succeed?”

With Clubshop fe-Commerce, whether you are a Free
Clubshop Member or a VIP, the answer is YES!
You can succeed because the Clubshop fe-Commerce is based on
two separate compensation plans that are totally independent
but designed to boost each other’s results.

Both are created to build momentum over time thanks to the
incredible  leverage  effect  they  generate  in  building  your
Clubshop Mall’s global market.

Picture this essential fact:
In  any  traditional  business,  you  are  alone  in  producing
results for yourself and the company you work for.

It  means  that  your  income  is  based  on  100%  of  your  own
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efforts. Which is very “risky.”

Why? Because you need to work like crazy to produce a decent
result. And, if you’re not very good at what you do (which
nobody initially is), you won’t get appreciable results. And
if you don’t produce decent results, especially during your
first months, they could even fire you.

Instead, thanks to the Clubshop fe-Commerce business model,
your  income  is  leveraged.  It’s  based  on  1%  of  100  other
people’s efforts.

And, even if initially they (and you) are not very good at
what they’re supposed to do as Clubshop Members, they are
certainly able to produce that little and easy 1% they should
do as FREE Clubshop Members.

And what are they (and you) supposed to
do  as  responsible  and  loyal  Clubshop
members?
The answer is straightforward: to support the ethical and fair
companies that trust in us and our fe-commerce movement by
preferring them as much as possible to satisfy your shopping
needs (…not to buy things you don’t need).

And even just buying one of their products or services once a
month, by choosing among millions of products and services
available, will qualify you as an “active” Clubshop Member. As
an “active” Clubshop Member, you automatically get the right
to earn commissions on your entire Clubshop Mall’s Global
Market.

The answer is: YES, 100% of us are able and, based on common
sense, also willing.
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